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About This O365 Guide

The current acceleration of IT organizations migrating their corporate infrastructures to cloud-based technologies and ser-
vices introduces new challenges for CIOs/Network Admins. In this role, you are expected to transform your business-crit-
ical applications while simultaneously ensuring availability andmitigating the inherent risks of extending the corporate
network.

Because of a lack of an integrated architecture, you are forced to bypass various enterprise and security controls to ensure
uninterrupted service; however, performance issues might still arise because of inherent network intricacies.

Microsoft® Office 365™ integration introduces several challenges because of themultiple components that comprise the
cloud-based productivity suite: 

n Email (Outlook clients)

n Skype for Business/Lync

n Office Apps (Word, Excel, Powerpoint)

n SharePoint

n OneDrive, Azure, and several others

The number of client-to-service connections and bandwidth consumption can far exceed the average volume of an on-
premises IT infrastructure. Furthermore, these connections are spread across multiple Microsoft and Akami® datacenters.
This can lead to performance issues because of port exhaustion and other circumstances.

Can I Solve With Firewall Configurations?

While it might seam feasible to try firewall configurations to accommodate Office 365 traffic, doing so either does not work
or violates a corporate security requirement.

n Microsoft frequently changes IP address ranges.

n Performance suffers when Host or Domain Objects require a reverse DNS query per packet.

n Following theMicrosoft NAT best practice limits themaximum number of clients behind one public IP address to
2000-4000. This introduces port exhaustion, performance degradation, and app breakages.

n No visibility into user activity throughOffice 365 defaults on compliant and audit processes.
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Solutions

Symantec (currently transitioning as Symantec) is dedicated to providing solutions for Office 365 and its various com-
ponents. When possible, this guide provides best practices for existing SGOS versions. In many instances, these best prac-
tices include bypassing tasks. When Symantec releases SGOS releases that provide fixes for one or more issues, this
guide will provide implementation and configuration tasks.

While this guidemight include recommendations that involve the Symantec Web Security Service, the solutions are
for on-premises ProxySG/Advanced Security Gateway (ASG) deployments. TheWeb Security Service doc-
umentation will contain Office 365 information that is specific to that product.
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Select Your ProxySG Appliance Deployment Mode

SomeOffice 365 behaviors apply to all deployment types. However, the way the ProxySG appliance is deployed and its
SGOS versionmight impact specific Office 365 operations.

For context in this guide:

n Basic mode deployment means that you have configured the SGOS to not intercept SSL traffic—either by service or
proxy setting or by policy. 

n Advancedmode deployment means that you have configured the SGOS to intercept SSL traffic—either by service
or proxy setting or by policy. 

To obtain a checklist of Office 365 best practices and policies, select the deployment that matches your environment.

Continue—Select the Deployment Mode
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Deployment Mode: Basic (No SSL Decryption)

SomeOffice 365 behaviors apply to all deployment types. However, the way the ProxySG appliance is deployed and its
SGOS versionmight impact specific Office 365 operations. For context in this guide, the basic mode deployment means
that you have configured the SGOS to not decrypt SSL (HTTPS) traffic—either by service or proxy setting or by policy. 

To obtain specific Office 365 best practices, select if the ProxySG appliance is configured as an explicit or transparent
proxy.

Explicit Proxy—Basic Deployment

Every client (1) directs their web requests to the ProxySG appliance (2) rather than the Origin Content Server (OCS) (3).

SGOS Configuration

n (4) Proxy Service configured for HTTP. HTTPS traffic traverses through ports 80/8080.

n (4) Protocol Detection is disabled (either in the service or by policy) .

Select This Deployment

n "Basic Deployment—Explicit Proxy Best Practices" on page 8

Transparent Proxy—Basic Deployment

Requires no client configurations. On the ProxySG appliance (2), the HTTP service is configured as Transparent, which
means the client browsers (1) believe they are connecting directly to the OCS (3). There are two transparent deployment
types:

n (A) Physically In-Path—Uses two bridged interfaces on the ProxySG appliance.

n (B) Virtually In-Path—Cisco-compatible devices use theWebCache Control Protocol (WCCP) to redirect traffic to
the ProxySG appliance.

SGOS Configuration

n The HTTPS Proxy Service is configured to send HTTPS traffic over port 443.
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Select This Deployment

n "Basic Deployment—Transparent Proxy Best Practices" on page 9
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Basic Deployment—Explicit Proxy Best Practices

Office 365 and its applications can cause different issues depending on how the ProxySG is deployed and configured. This
section provides best practices for when the ProxySG appliance is deployed in Explicit Proxy mode with HTTPS con-
nections handled according to the following configurations:

n Proxy Service configured for HTTP. HTTPS traffic traverses through ports 80/8080.

n Protocol Detection is disabled (either in the service or by policy) .

Office 365 Issues

n "SharePoint Interoperability" on page 21.

TCP Connection

n Microsoft limits the number of connections from a single IP address. Requires VIP configuration. See "High Level
O365 Recommendations" on page 44.

n Port Exhaustion: ProxySG has 16,000 source port limit.

n HTTP Tunnel Limit: Requests queued; browser remains in continuous loadmode.
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Basic Deployment—Transparent Proxy Best Practices

Office 365 and its applications can cause different issues depending on how the ProxySG is deployed and configured. This
section provides best practices for when the ProxySG appliance is deployed in Transparent Proxy mode with HTTPS con-
nections handled according to the following configurations:

n The HTTPS Proxy Service is configured to send HTTPS traffic over port 443.

Office 365 Issues

n "SharePoint Interoperability" on page 21.

TCP Connection

n Microsoft limits the number of connections from a single IP address. Requires VIP configuration. See "High Level
O365 Recommendations" on page 44.

n Port Exhaustion: ProxySG has 16,000 source port limit.

n HTTP Tunnel Limit: Requests queued; browser remains in continuous loadmode.
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Deployment Mode: Advanced (SSL Decrypted)

SomeOffice 365 behaviors apply to all deployment types. However, the way the ProxySG appliance is deployed and its
SGOS versionmight impact specific Office 365 operations. For context in this guide, the advancedmode deployment
means that you have configured the SGOS to intercept and decrypt SSL traffic—either by service or proxy setting or by
policy. 

To obtain specific Office 365 best practices, select if the ProxySG appliance is configured as an explicit or transparent
proxy.

Explicit Proxy—Advanced Deployment

Every client (1) directs their web requests to the ProxySG appliance (2) rather than the Origin Content Server (OCS) (3).

SGOS Configuration

n (4) Proxy Service configured for HTTP. HTTPS traffic traverses through ports 80/8080.

n (4) Protocol Detection is enabled (either in the service or by policy).

n (5) In policy, the SSL Interception Layer instructs the ProxySG to intercept and decrypt HTTPS traffic for policy
andmalware checks.

Select This Deployment

n "Advanced Deployment—Explicit Proxy Best Practices" on page 12

Transparent Proxy—Advanced Deployment

Requires no client configurations. On the ProxySG appliance (2), the HTTP service is configured as Transparent, which
means the client browsers (1) believe they are connecting directly to the OCS (3). There are two transparent deployment
types:

n (A) Physically In-Path—Uses two bridged interfaces on the ProxySG appliance.

n (B) Virtually In-Path—Cisco-compatible devices use theWebCache Control Protocol (WCCP) to redirect traffic to
the ProxySG appliance.
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SGOS Configuration

n (4) The SSL Proxy is enabled to intercept HTTPS traffic over port 443.

n (5) In policy, the SSL Interception Layer instructs the ProxySG to intercept and decrypt HTTPS traffic for policy
andmalware checks.

Select This Deployment

n "Advanced Deployment—Transparent Proxy Best Practices" on page 14
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Advanced Deployment—Explicit Proxy Best Practices

Office 365 and its applications can cause different issues depending on how the ProxySG is deployed and configured. This
section provides best practices for when the ProxySG appliance is deployed in Explicit Proxy mode and the following con-
figurations are true:

n Proxy Service configured for HTTP. HTTPS traffic traverses through ports 80/8080.

n Protocol Detection is enabled (either in the service or by policy).

n In policy, the SSL Interception Layer instructs the ProxySG to intercept and decrypt HTTPS traffic for policy and
malware checks.

TCP Connection

n Microsoft limits the number of connections from a single IP address. Requires VIP configuration. See "High Level
O365 Recommendations" on page 44.

n Port Exhaustion: ProxySG has 16,000 source port limit.

n HTTP Tunnel Limit: Requests queued; browser remains in continuous loadmode.

Outlook

n MAPI over HTTP Behavior

o Pre-SGOS 6.6.4—Attachments are not scanned.

o SGOS 6.6.4—Malware scanning applied to attachments by defaults. Clients receive virus exceptions if
malicious content is stripped.

n Native Outlook clients communicating with O365 server, clients receive autodiscover/authentication pop-ups. See
"O365 Autodiscovery Errors" on page 39.

n See:

n "About O365 Email Protocol Challenges" on page 35

n "O365 Email Policy Best Practices" on page 38

Skype for Business

n OnOffice 365 webpage, the login displays as offline. Caused by a Certificate Revocation Link (CRL) issue.

o Workaround: Disable SSL Interception for lync.com.

o Install SGOS 6.5.9.14. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

n Clients do not connect.

o Install SGOS 6.5.9.14. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

SharePoint

Performance issues.

n "SharePoint Interoperability" on page 21.
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One Drive

n Known Symptoms:

o Documents do not sync.

o Recurring authentication problems.

Status: Under Investigation.

Azure

n Known Symptoms:

o Recurring authentication problems.

Status: Under Investigation.
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Advanced Deployment—Transparent Proxy Best Practices

Office 365 and its applications can cause different issues depending on how the ProxySG is deployed and configured. This
section provides best practices for when the ProxySG appliance is deployed in Transparent Proxy mode with HTTPS con-
nections handled according to the following configurations:

n The SSL Proxy is enabled to intercept HTTPS traffic over port 443.

n In policy, the SSL Interception Layer instructs the ProxySG to intercept and decrypt HTTPS traffic for policy and
malware checks.

TCP Connection

n Microsoft limits the number of connections from a single IP address. Requires VIP configuration. See "High Level
O365 Recommendations" on page 44.

n Port Exhaustion: ProxySG has 16,000 source port limit.

n HTTP Tunnel Limit: Requests queued; browser remains in continuous loadmode.

Outlook

n MAPI over HTTP Behavior

o Pre-SGOS 6.6.4—Attachments are not scanned.

o SGOS 6.6.4—Malware scanning applied to attachments by defaults. Clients receive virus exceptions if
malicious content is stripped.

n Native Outlook clients communicating with O365 server, clients receive autodiscover/authentication pop-ups. See
"O365 Autodiscovery Errors" on page 39.

n See:

n "About O365 Email Protocol Challenges" on page 35

n "O365 Email Policy Best Practices" on page 38

Skype for Business

n OnOffice 365 webpage, the login displays as offline. Caused by a Certificate Revocation Link (CRL) issue.

o Install SGOS 6.5.9.14. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

o Other workaround: Disable SSL Interception for lync.com.

n Clients do not connect.

o Install SGOS 6.5.9.14. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

SharePoint

Performance issues.

n "SharePoint Interoperability" on page 21.
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One Drive

n Known Symptoms:

o Documents do not sync.

o Recurring authentication problems.

Status: Under Investigation.

Azure

n Known Symptoms:

o Recurring authentication problems.

Status: Under Investigation.
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About Skype For Business/Lync Interruptions

Enabling SSL Interception on the ProxySG appliance causes service issues with Skype for Business andMicrosoft Lync cli-
ents.

What Conditions Cause Skype for Business/Lync to Fail?

Uninterrupted or problematic Skype for Business or Lync client connections depend on the SGOS configuration, what is
intercepted, and in versus out of network requests. This does not apply to just overall availability, but individual functions
within the service/client.

Symptoms

n Skype for Business clients unable to log in to either Office 365 or the on-premises Lync Server.

n Skype for Business clients unable to join meetings hosted on the on-premises Lync Server/Office 365 cloud/Lync
Server behind NAT.

n Skype for Business clients are unable to join meeting audio bridge; they are still able to attend the audio bridge by
calling in through the desk phone or opting to not be on the audio bridge.

The following conditions provide the symptoms based on specific configurations.

Condition 1

When: 

n SGOS: SSL Interception: On.

n Client uses port 5061 but firewall blocks this port; the connection defaults to port 443.

The following occurs:

n Skype for Business/Lync login fails.

n Joining an externally-hostedmeeting fails.

Condition 2

When:

n SGOS: SSL Interception: On.

n SGOS: Tunnel on Error: Off.

n NAT exists between the clients and the Lync server.

The followingmight occur:

n Joining ameetingmight fail.

n Media use within themeeting fails:

o Skype for Business/Lync audio.

o Skype for Business/Lync video.

o Sharing desktop/application.
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Technology Root Causes

n Various Microsoft clients, such as Skype for Business andOutlook, now strictly enforce the OCSP/CRL checks.
SGOS did not include a CRLDistribution point extension or Authority Information Access (for OCSP) extension on
the emulated certificates. This caused theseMicrosoft clients to abruptly conclude SSL/TLS handshakes and
generate exceptions.

n The Skype for Business client uses Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) over SSL protocol during the login phase. If
SGOS is configured to intercept SSL traffic on port 443, errors occur because SIP is not understood.

n Skype for Business clients use the Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) protocol (if UDP communication is blocked
by firewall) to determine the audio functionality related servers. The ProxySG appliance does not understand the
Pseudo-TLS handshake.

SGOS Fix

SGOS 6.5.9.15+ provides fixes (with some additional configuration) to allow Skype for Business and Lync clients to oper-
ate properly. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

If you cannot install the recommended release (currently SGOS 6.5.10.x) at this time, Symantec provides a set of work-
around instructions. See "SfB/Lync Best Practices" on page 34.
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About O365 Email Protocol Challenges

Configuring the Symantec ProxySG appliance to support Microsoft® Office 365™ email is challenging. Users can access
their corporatemail accounts through amultitude of devices, from personal mobile to provisioned laptops. Furthermore,
Microsoft supports multiple Outlook versions and platforms (clients and service). Each combination of device and version
communicates with email servers using different protocols.

Mail Protocol Topography

A—Outlook 2010 and previous useMAPI over RPC over HTTP.

On-premise Exchange installations useMAPI over RPC .

B—Outlook: Mac for Apple clients uses ExchangeWeb Services (EWS). SOAP provides themessaging framework for mes-
sages sent between the client application and the Exchange server. The SOAP messages are sent by HTTP.

C—Outlook Web Access (OWA) is browser-based—not a protocol— and thus uses HTTP and XML.

D—Outlook 2013 and 2016 (also 2010 with Hotfix (KB2878264)) useMAPI over HTTP.
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E—Mobile devices and the default mail application (not through a browser) onWindows 8 and 10 connect using the Act-
iveSync protocol (over HTTPS).

IMAP is another protocol used by many email clients.

ProxySG Appliance Configuration Challenges

Office 365 expects that the client and server are in direct communication. Because the ProxySG appliancemust intercept
traffic for perform security and policy checks, some configuration options can interfere with access to Office 365 applic-
ations.

A majority of e-mail traffic flows through outlook.office365.com and outlook.office.com (for OWA). However, the
Outlook client performs many other connections to different hosts. For example:

n Linkedin Labs

n Auto-discover traffic

n Redirected authentication traffic based on your company's directory services, such as fs.example.com.

SSL Interception Challenges

Enabling SSL Interception on the ProxySG appliance creates several issues for email protocol connections.

MAPI Over HTTP (RPC for Outlook 2010 and Previous)

n The protocol retains one long-lived connection.

n Outlook opens multiple connections (from 4 to 12). Eventually, this number reduces to two. Even if there is no
traffic, the count remains one.

n Enabling SSL Interception consumes more than expectedmemory.

Content Analysis Configuration Challenges

If your security deployment includes a Symantec Content Analysis (CA) appliance for ICAP/anti-virus scanning, Office
365 presents numerous challenges especially when SSL is enabled on the ProxySG appliance.

MAPI Over HTTP/HTTPS

SGOS 6.5.x without MAPI over HTTP enabled.

n The protocol retains a long-lived connection. The client drops the connection and the CA does not receive all of the
content.

n The CA cannot decompress the file because the protocol does not use standard HTTP compression.

MAPI Over HTTPS/OWA/EWS/ActiveSync

SSL Interception works; however, the CA cannot scan attachments from either the send-side or the receive-side.

n OWA—TheCA cannot scan the send-side attachments because the content is encoded in Base64 inside a JSON
document. The receive-side functions correctly because the attachments are in clear GZIP body.

n ActiveSync—The CA cannot scan the receive side attachment because it is Base64-encoded inside an XML
element. The CA cannot also not scan the send-side attachments because it cannot detect the document file type.
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n EWS—This protocol is SOAP-based. The content type is text/xml. The CA cannot scan the receive side
attachment because it is Base64-encoded inside an XML element. The send-side attachment data is also Base64-
encoded. The decoded Base64 content has amultipart mimemail body and attachment.

Next Selection

n "O365 Email Policy Best Practices" on page 38
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SharePoint Interoperability

SharePoint interacts with Office 365. How the SharePoint server is configured along with ProxySG configurations might
cause performance issues.

Authentication Mode Causes Error

Symptom

Clients receive a File is read only error.

Causes

n How theMicrosoft SharePoint Server is deployed (HTTP or HTTPS). Symantec recommends reviewing the
Microsoft Support website in the first instance.

n The SharePoint server is setup for NTLM authentication. NTLM authentication is designed to take place between
the client and server (point-to-point protocol) with no intermediary terminating device, such as a proxy. If the
SharePoint server supports both NTLM and BASIC authentication, then the browser can still successfully
authenticate while proxied using BASIC authentication.

Reference

See the ProxySGAuthenticationModes KB article for a list of the authenticationmodes available for use.

n https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH242539

Adjust the Authentication Configuration

If your authenticationmode does not work or you receive error mentioned above, youmust adjust the configuration to
authenticate the user with a different mode. Use the Proxy IP authenticationmode instead of the Proxy authentication
mode. This example does not bypass authentication.

n Proxy: The ProxySG appliance uses an explicit proxy challenge. No surrogate credentials are used. This is the
typical mode for an authenticating explicit proxy. In some situations, proxy challenges do not work; origin
challenges are then issued.

n Proxy-IP: The ProxySG appliance uses an explicit proxy challenge and the client's IP address as a surrogate
credential: Proxy IP could possibly specify an insecure forward proxy.

See the ProxySGAuthenticationModes KB article for a list of the authenticationmodes available for use.

n https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.TECH242539.html

This example assumes that you already have policy in place to authenticate users. It also assumes that the authen-
ticationmode used is Proxy. The following steps create a second authentication object that uses a different authen-
ticationmode than the one currently configured. In this example, SharePoint traffic is authenticated using the Proxy
IP mode instead of the Proxy mode.

1. Access ProxySG applianceManagement Console.

2. Launch the VPM (Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager tab; click Launch).

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH242539
https://support.symantec.com/en_US/article.TECH242539.html
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3. Select aWeb Authentication Layer. Add a new rule above the current authentication rule that is causing auth issue 
(SharePoint destinations).

4. Specify the destination

a. Right-click the Destination column and select Set; the VPM displays the Set Destination object.

b. Select New > Destination Host/Port.

c. Enter the SharePoint server Host and Port.; click Add.

d. Click OK to add the object.

5. Change themode to Proxy IP.
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a. Right-click the Action column and select Set; the VPM displays the Action object.

b. Name the object (Symantec recommends associating the namewith SharePoint for easy identification).

c. Select the auth Realm used for these connections.

d. From theMode drop-down, select Proxy IP.

If after reviewing the available authenticationmodes per the KB article linked above you elect to use a
different mode, select that instead of Proxy IP.

e. Click OK; click OK again to add the object.

f. Click Install Policy.

6. Test and validate that the error no longer occurs.
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About Skype For Business/Lync Interruptions

Enabling SSL Interception on the ProxySG appliance causes service issues with Skype for Business andMicrosoft Lync cli-
ents.

What Conditions Cause Skype for Business/Lync to Fail?

Uninterrupted or problematic Skype for Business or Lync client connections depend on the SGOS configuration, what is
intercepted, and in versus out of network requests. This does not apply to just overall availability, but individual functions
within the service/client.

Symptoms

n Skype for Business clients unable to log in to either Office 365 or the on-premises Lync Server.

n Skype for Business clients unable to join meetings hosted on the on-premises Lync Server/Office 365 cloud/Lync
Server behind NAT.

n Skype for Business clients are unable to join meeting audio bridge; they are still able to attend the audio bridge by
calling in through the desk phone or opting to not be on the audio bridge.

The following conditions provide the symptoms based on specific configurations.

Condition 1

When: 

n SGOS: SSL Interception: On.

n Client uses port 5061 but firewall blocks this port; the connection defaults to port 443.

The following occurs:

n Skype for Business/Lync login fails.

n Joining an externally-hostedmeeting fails.

Condition 2

When:

n SGOS: SSL Interception: On.

n SGOS: Tunnel on Error: Off.

n NAT exists between the clients and the Lync server.

The followingmight occur:

n Joining ameetingmight fail.

n Media use within themeeting fails:

o Skype for Business/Lync audio.

o Skype for Business/Lync video.

o Sharing desktop/application.
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Technology Root Causes

n Various Microsoft clients, such as Skype for Business andOutlook, now strictly enforce the OCSP/CRL checks.
SGOS did not include a CRLDistribution point extension or Authority Information Access (for OCSP) extension on
the emulated certificates. This caused theseMicrosoft clients to abruptly conclude SSL/TLS handshakes and
generate exceptions.

n The Skype for Business client uses Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) over SSL protocol during the login phase. If
SGOS is configured to intercept SSL traffic on port 443, errors occur because SIP is not understood.

n Skype for Business clients use the Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) protocol (if UDP communication is blocked
by firewall) to determine the audio functionality related servers. The ProxySG appliance does not understand the
Pseudo-TLS handshake.

SGOS Fix

SGOS 6.5.9.15+ provides fixes (with some additional configuration) to allow Skype for Business and Lync clients to oper-
ate properly. See "Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26.

If you cannot install the recommended release (currently SGOS 6.5.10.x) at this time, Symantec provides a set of work-
around instructions. See "SfB/Lync Best Practices" on page 34.
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Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration

As described in "About Skype For Business/Lync Interruptions" on page 24, SGOS breaks some Skype for Business
and Microsoft Lync application connections between clients. Most of these issues are caused after you enable
SSL Interception on the ProxySG appliance.

Skype for Business uses the following protocols (in addition to HTTPS when SSL is enabled).

n The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is commonly used for voice and video calls and instant messages. Because
this protocol defines themessages and traffic between client endpoints, the ProxySG appliance interception of this
traffic can cause dropped connections.

n The (Microsoft) Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) protocol is used to allocate a public IP address and port on a
globally reachable server and relay media from one endpoint to another endpoint.

The following configuration and policies enable uninterrupted Skype for Business service.

Required SGOS Releases

n SGOS 6.5.10.4+

n SGOS 6.7.2+

SGOS Update

Symantec identified the causes and provided an SGOS update to restore proper chat client communications. The version is
SGOS 6.5.9.15 is the first version to introduce this. Supported versions have a new tab that contains links to various Office
365-related configurations: Configuration > Proxy Settings > General > Office 365.

Following the update, additional SGOS configurations are required, as detailed in the following sections.

SGOS Configuration—Verify/Enable Protocol Detection on Ser-
vices

Youmust enable Protocol Detection on all SGOS service listeners that intercept traffic generated by Skype for Business.
The following services are relevant.

n HTTPS (SSL Proxy)

n Explicit HTTP
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n Any custom TCP-Tunnel proxy

n Any SOCKS proxy if it intercepts traffic

Verify/Enable Protocol Detection for a Service

The following task demonstrates verifying the HTTPS service.

1. In the ProxySG applianceManagement Console, select the Configuration > Services > Proxy Services > Proxy
Services tab.

2. Locate and select the HTTPS service.

3. Click Edit. The interface displays the Edit Service dialog.
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Verify that the Detect Protocol option is selected; if it not, select it and click OK.

4. Repeat for the other applicable services described above.

5. Click Apply.

SGOS Configuration—Enable the CRL Distribution Point

Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) enable checking server and client certificates against lists provided andmaintained by
CAs that show certificates that are no longer valid.

Enable the CRL Distribution Point

1. In the ProxySG applianceManagement Console, select the Configuration > Proxy Settings > SSL Proxy tab.
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2. Select Enable CRL on emulated certificates.

3. Click Apply.

CLI equivalent command: sgos#(conf ssl) proxy crl-distribution-point enable

About the Default CRL Distribution Point

When the ProxySG appliance intercepts HTTPS (SSL) traffic and the issuer-keyring contains the CRL Signing purpose,
SGOS adds a CRL Distribution Point URL in the forged certificate that is presented to the client.

The default CRL Distribution Point URL is proxy-crl.bluecoat.com/ssl/crl/issuer_CA.crl, which resolves to a
valid IP address from any Internet source. When the client connects through this URL, the same intercepting ProxySG
appliance serves the CRL to the client. The CRL is valid for 30 days after which the SGOS generates a new one.

Change Scenarios

Scenario 1—In your deployment, the traffic might route to two different ProxySG appliances—based on HTTP (port
80/8080) or HTTPS (443). Because the distribution point is URL-based, the request for CRLmight go to the incorrect appli-
ance.

Scenario 2—Multiple ProxySG appliances reside behind a load balancer. Each appliance has its own issuer_CA.

If all ProxySG appliances use the same issuer keyring, you are not required to change the CRLDistribution Point
URL.

To accommodate these scenarios, SGOS 6.5.9.14+ provides an option to change the CRL distribution point to the
ProxySG appliance IP address or FQDN . Perform this change on each appliance.

1. Remaining on the Configuration > Proxy Settings > SSL Proxy tab, enter the FQDN or the IP address of the
ProxySG in the CRL distribution point host name field. Do not use the URL scheme (http/https) or the path to the
CRL. For example: mycompany.com.

2. Click Apply.
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sgos#(conf ssl) proxy crl-distribution-point hostname <fqdn | ip_address>

Policy 1—Enable SSL Interception with Proxy Handoff

This policy allows for the detection of MS-TURN and SIPS. If you have a policy for HTTPS Interception, this policy
replaces that.

1. Access the VPM (Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager).

2. Modify the Policy > SSL Intercept Layer (do not create a new one unless one does not exist). Right-click the
Action column and select Set.

3. In the Set Action dialog, click New and select Enable SSL Interception. The VPM displays the AddObject.

a. Select Enable SSL interception with with proxy handoff.

This performs SSL interception on the traffic and then hands traffic off to a proxy capable of handling it, if such
a proxy is available and protocol detection is enabled for that proxy. In cases where protocol detection is
disabled or the protocol is not recognized, this option behaves the same as Enable STunnel interception.

b. Click OK.

4. With the new object selected, click OK to add the object to the layer.

5. Do not install the policy at this time.

Policy 2—Deny Unknown, Undetected Protocols

Because of the Policy 1—Enable SSL Interception with Proxy Handoff step, SGOS detects HTTPS, SIPS, andMS-
TURN over SSL; however, SGOS then allows other undetected protocols over SSL (the STunnel route), whichmight
present a potential security risk. Because of this, Symantec/Symantec recommends that you instruct the ProxySG appli-
ance to deny all unknown protocols that are not detected.

Add the following policy. You cannot create a VPM object to accomplish this, but you can add this to an existing CPL Layer
in the VPM (or add it to the Local or other policy file).
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The known protocols are HTTPS, SIPS, andMS-TURN. The proxy denies all traffic that is traversing over an intercepted
SSL connection that is not one of these three protocols.

Click Install Policy.

Notes

n For non-intercepted SSL traffic, the proxy cannot apply the Detection Protocol policy. Such traffic is not affected by
the rule if other policy allows it; whichmeans it tunnels through the proxy.

n For cases where Protocol Detection is disabled, this policy:

o Denies CONNECT requests through the HTTP Proxy;

o Denies requests through the SOCKS Proxy;

o Denies all traffic through the TCP-Tunnel Proxy service.

If you have such a deployment, youmust adjust your CPL to allow those specific services/requests in this layer
before the DENY rule applies for undetected protocols over intercepted SSL.

SSL Visibility Deployed?

If you have a Symantec SSL Visibility appliance deployed between the clients and the ProxySG appliances, the Skype for
Business connectionmight fail (for example, cannot join ameeting) because the SSL Visibility appliance sends the client
certificate without the CRL Distribution Point and is not configured to cut through the traffic. The SSL Visibility appliance
provides an option to associate a CRLwith a re-signing CA, which allows for multiple CRL points.
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Known Issues

Symantec is aware of the following issues, which are currently under investigation.

n B#241685—Although theManagement Console > Statistics > Active Sessions data displays SIP over SSL andMS-
Turn data, you cannot filter by the SIP, SIP over SSL, or MS-Turn client protocols.

n B#243233—Error messages have not been updated to reflect theMS-Turn, SIP, or SIPS values.

n B#242276—Windows phones might not be able to join Skype for Business meetings.

n B#243071—Applies to SGOS 6.5.9.14. Disable SSL Detection policy prevents access to specific HTTPS URLs. See
Resolved Issues below.

See High-Level Topic inWebGuide

Resolved Issues

n B#243333—REVISED

Authenticationmight have failed for HTTPS traffic when using the policy that was recommended for Skype for
Business in SGOS 6.5.9.14. This is resolved in SGOS 6.5.9.15+.

n B#243527—SGOS 6.5.9.15+ changes an option in the VPM SSL Interception object. The Enable SSL interception
with automatic protocol detection option is now Enable SSL interception with proxy handoff. The actual SSL-
Intercept layer policy installed when this option is selected changed from ssl.forward_proxy(yes) detect_
protocol(yes) to ssl.forward_proxy(yes).

The new option does not enable protocol detection in policy. If you enabled the previous policy, Symantec/Symantec
recommends that after upgrading, enable Protocol Detection on the traffic Service (or in a separate layer if you
cannot enable it on the service) and click Install Policy, which updates the post-upgrade policy.

n B#243071—Disable SSL Detection policy prevented access to specific HTTPS URLs. SGOS 6.5.9.15+ provides a
fix.

Post upgrade tasks:

https://bto.bluecoat.com/webguides/sgos/o365/solution/365highlevel.htm
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o If you previously used the Disable SSLDetection VPM object: After upgrading to a build with the fix
(6.5.9.15+), youmust open the VPM and click Install Policy again to get the correct policy.

o For SGOS 6.5.9.14 through 6.5.10.3 and you havemanually installed CPL policy similar to detect_
protocol[ssl,https](no), edit that policy to detect_protocol[ssl,https,sips,sip](no)'. This
allows the policy to maintain the same behavior as in 6.5.9.14.

See https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH246796 for details.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH246796
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SfB/Lync Best Practices

If the ProxySG appliance is running any release previous to SGOS 6.5.9.15, which provides a Skype for Business/Lync ser-
vice solution, you can perform the following configurations tomitigate symptoms and issues.

Log In and Join Meeting Issues

SNI-based bypass policy with SSL intercept (SGOS 6.5.6.1 and later).

<ssl-intercept>
   url.host.substring=url_substring ssl.forward_proxy(no)
   ssl.forward_proxy(https)

Where url_substring is:

n lync.com—For Office 365-hosted Lync server.

n Local domain—For on-premises Lync server.

Media Sharing

Enable tunnel on protocol error.

#(config general) tunnel-on-protocol-error enable
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About O365 Email Protocol Challenges

Configuring the Symantec ProxySG appliance to support Microsoft® Office 365™ email is challenging. Users can access
their corporatemail accounts through amultitude of devices, from personal mobile to provisioned laptops. Furthermore,
Microsoft supports multiple Outlook versions and platforms (clients and service). Each combination of device and version
communicates with email servers using different protocols.

Mail Protocol Topography

A—Outlook 2010 and previous useMAPI over RPC over HTTP.

On-premise Exchange installations useMAPI over RPC .

B—Outlook: Mac for Apple clients uses ExchangeWeb Services (EWS). SOAP provides themessaging framework for
messages sent between the client application and the Exchange server. The SOAP messages are sent by HTTP.

C—Outlook Web Access (OWA) is browser-based—not a protocol— and thus uses HTTP and XML.

D—Outlook 2013 and 2016 (also 2010 with Hotfix (KB2878264)) useMAPI over HTTP.
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E—Mobile devices and the default mail application (not through a browser) onWindows 8 and 10 connect using the Act-
iveSync protocol (over HTTPS).

IMAP is another protocol used by many email clients.

ProxySG Appliance Configuration Challenges

Office 365 expects that the client and server are in direct communication. Because the ProxySG appliancemust intercept
traffic for perform security and policy checks, some configuration options can interfere with access to Office 365 applic-
ations.

A majority of e-mail traffic flows through outlook.office365.com and outlook.office.com (for OWA). However, the
Outlook client performs many other connections to different hosts. For example:

n Linkedin Labs

n Auto-discover traffic

n Redirected authentication traffic based on your company's directory services, such as fs.example.com.

SSL Interception Challenges

Enabling SSL Interception on the ProxySG appliance creates several issues for email protocol connections.

MAPI Over HTTP (RPC for Outlook 2010 and Previous)

n The protocol retains one long-lived connection.

n Outlook opens multiple connections (from 4 to 12). Eventually, this number reduces to two. Even if there is no traffic,
the count remains one.

n Enabling SSL Interception consumes more than expectedmemory.

Content Analysis Configuration Challenges

If your security deployment includes a Symantec Content Analysis (CA) appliance for ICAP/anti-virus scanning, Office 365
presents numerous challenges especially when SSL is enabled on the ProxySG appliance.

MAPI Over HTTP/HTTPS

SGOS 6.5.x without MAPI over HTTP enabled.

n The protocol retains a long-lived connection. The client drops the connection and the CA does not receive all of the
content.

n The CA cannot decompress the file because the protocol does not use standard HTTP compression.

MAPI Over HTTPS/OWA/EWS/ActiveSync

SSL Interception works; however, the CA cannot scan attachments from either the send-side or the receive-side.

n OWA—TheCA cannot scan the send-side attachments because the content is encoded in Base64 inside a JSON
document. The receive-side functions correctly because the attachments are in clear GZIP body.
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n ActiveSync—The CA cannot scan the receive side attachment because it is Base64-encoded inside an XML
element. The CA cannot also not scan the send-side attachments because it cannot detect the document file type.

n EWS—This protocol is SOAP-based. The content type is text/xml. The CA cannot scan the receive side
attachment because it is Base64-encoded inside an XML element. The send-side attachment data is also Base64-
encoded. The decoded Base64 content has amultipart mimemail body and attachment.

Next Selection

n "O365 Email Policy Best Practices" on page 38
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O365 Email Policy Best Practices

While Symantec continues to research and validate how to configure the ProxySG appliance to allow uninterrupted service
to Office 365 email, consider the current recommendations.

See "About O365 Email Protocol Challenges" on page 35 for a description of Office 365 email traffic types and chal-
lenges.

SGOS 6.6.4 and Later

If your ProxySG appliances are running SGOS 6.6.4 or later, enable theMAPI over HTTP proxy option (by default) .

ICAP Scanning

Do not enable ICAP scanning for other the OWA, EWS, and ActiveSync protocols. SSL interception does work. There is no
way to only intercept a single protocol.

Autodiscovery Errors

For recommendations to solve exception dialogs caused by the SGOS attempting to validate Exchange server certificates,
see "O365 Autodiscovery Errors" on page 39.
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O365 Autodiscovery Errors

The following sections provides solutions for when SGOS/the ProxySG appliance encounters problems with autodis-
covery and displays certificate errors.

Certificate Error—Autodiscover/Authentication

WhenOutlook is configured to use an email account that is hosted within Office 365, part of its internal connection process
is a request to http://autodiscover.xxxxx.com or https://autodiscover.xxxxx.com, where xxxxx is the company
domain, Outlook, and so on. Those requests time out as these servers do not actually exist. When a ProxySG or ASG
appliance is deployed transparently, these requests are intercepted and processed. Depending on the ProxySG or ASG
appliance configuration, the requests for https://autodiscover.xxxxx.commight result in a security alert prompt to the
client. For example:

The cause of this issue is because of how SGOS processes the https://autodiscover.xxxxx.com request when the fol-
lowing is true:

Condition 1—In Services, Port 443 is set to intercept and the Service Type is SSL proxy. This means requests for
https://autodiscover.xxxxx.com are processed by the SSL proxy.

Condition 2—SSL Interception on exception is enabled (this is enabled by default on SGOS 6.2 and newer and all ASG ver-
sions).

Condition 3a—The client does not trust the appliance's certificate, which is listed in the Issuer Keyring drop-down list on
the Configuration > Proxy Settings > SSL Proxy > General Settings tab as a Trusted Certificate Authority (CA), in
their browser.

Condition 3b—Or the Issuer Keyring certificate found on the Configuration > Proxy Settings > SSL Proxy > General
Settings tab has expired.

3a or 3b depend on if the security alert is about an untrusted issuer (3a) or an date that is invalid (3b).

When SGOS receives the request for https://autodiscover.xxxxx.com, its attempts to contact this server time out.
This initiates the SSL Interception on Exception feature in which SGOS responds to the client with a server certificate
issued by the Issuer Keyring so that the SSL handshake can complete and the client receives an appropriate exception
page. The security alert popup occurs during the SSL handshake because the client either does not trust the issuer of the
server certificate or the date of the server certificate expired.

Resolution

The resolution of the security alert pop-up depends on the reason why the popup was generated:
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n If the security alert pop-up is about an untrusted issuer, then ensure the client trusts the certificate found in the Issuer
Keyring drop-down list (Configuration > Proxy Settings > SSL Proxy > General Settings) as a trusted CA. Either
change this option to a keyring the client already trusts or follow the instructions in the following article to install the
certificate into the browser.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=169223

n If the security alert pop-up is about the date of the certificate expiring (the ProxySG and ASG appliances only store a
certificate that is valid for two years), then youmust create a new keyring. Youmust use this keyring in the Issuer
Keyring setting. Ensure that this new keyring is trusted by clients.

Certificate Error—Transparent Mode

Conditions—

n The ProxySG appliance is deployed in Transparent mode andmost likely inline.

n A certificate issued by the ProxySG appliance.

n SSL Interception enabled on port 443, but not intercepting HTTPS traffic in the SSL Intercept Layer.

Outlook causes the following certificate error.

If you click View Certificate, the dialog indicates that Windows cannot verify the certificate.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?articleId=169223
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Symantec recommends that you perform one of the following procedures to remedy this error.

Option 1—Add all of the exchange servers IPs to the Static Bypass list

This option solves the issue with a ProxySG configuration.

1. In the ProxySG applianceManagement Console, select the Configuration > Services > Proxy Services > Static
Bypass tab.

2. Click New. The appliance displays the New Bypass List Entry dialog.
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a. Select Server host or subnet.

b. Enter the Exchange server IP Address and Prefix/Subnet (mask), which should be 255.255.255.255.

c. Click OK.

Click Apply.

3. Repeat this for all other Exchange IP addresses.

Option 2—Add all Exchange server IPs as Destinations in the SSL Intercept Layer

This option solves the issue with a policy configuration.

1. In the ProxySG applianceManagement Console, select the Configuration > Policy > Visual Policy Manager.

2. If the VPM does not contain an existing SSL Intercept Layer to edit, select Policy > SSL Intercept Layer; in the
resulting dialog, Name the layer.

3. Right-click the Destination column and select New > Combined Destination Object. The VPM displays the Add
Object dialog.

4. Click New and select Destination IP Address/Subnet. The VPM displays the AddObject dialog.

a. Enter the Exchange server IP Address.

b. Enter the Prefix/Subnet (mask), which should be 255.255.255.255.

c. Click Add to close this dialog.

5. Click the Add (top selection) to move the newly created entry to the inclusion field.

6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 to all Exchange IP addresses.

7. Click OK to create the combined object; with the object selected, click OK again to add it to the VPMDestination
column.

8. Disable SSL Interception for this object.
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a. Right-click the Action column and select Set. The VPM displays the Set Action dialog.

b. Select Disable SSL Interception and click OK.

9. Click Install Policy.
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High Level O365 Recommendations

Office 365 is a web-based service fromMicrosoft. Because it expects that the client and server are in direct communication,
some ProxySG appliance configurations can interfere with access. Some issues are inherent to Office 365 and cannot be
mitigated. The following sections describe high-level Office 365 issues—that is, issues not pertaining to a specific applic-
ation within Office. When possible, best practices are provided. Otherwise, only the observed behavior is provided.

Symantec has a working relationship with Microsoft. If future updates from either side address these issues, these sections
will be updated.

Required SGOS Releases

n SGOS 6.5.10.4+

n SGOS 6.7.2+

Known Issue with SGOS 6.5.9.14

B#243071—Disable SSL Detection policy prevents access to specific HTTPS URLs.

The following issue is resolved in SGOS 6.5.9.15. See below.

Symptom

n ProxySG appliance running SGOS 6.5.9.14.

n You have policy rules where Detect Protocol is set to No for SSL/HTTPS or HTTPS/SSL traffic (Disable
SSL Detection object) for specific URLs. For example:

n As a result, the clients are not able to connect to the specified destinations and receive connection error exceptions.

Workaround

Symantec is working on an update. Perform the following steps for SGOS 6.5.9.14.

1. Disable all rules that match the rules described in the Symptom section above.

Right-click the No. column and select Disable.

2. Add entries to a CPL Layer (add a new layer or edit an existing layer) that match the VPM rules. For example:

<Proxy>
url.domain=//www.symantec.com/ detect_protocol[ssl, https, sips](no)
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3. Click Install Policy.

If you encounter unexpected results, verify the ordering of your rules in layers are not affecting policy matches.

Fix: SGOS 6.5.9.15

The SGOS 6.5.9.15 update provides a resolution. However, youmust perform an additional task.

o If you previously used the Disable SSLDetection VPM object: After upgrading to a build with the fix (6.5.9.15+),
youmust open the VPM and click Install Policy again to get the correct policy.

o If youmanually installed CPL policy similar to detect_protocol[ssl,https](no), edit that policy to add ,sips
after https. This allows the policy to maintain the same behavior in 6.5.9.15+ as in 6.5.9.14.

Port Exhaustion

Because proxies typically are deployed with Network Address Translation (NAT), the Internet believes that traffic from all
clients come from a single IP address. This means the proxy will likely easily exceedmore than the allowed connections.

Refer to "Avoid Port Exhaustion" on page 48 to learnmore and perform steps tomitigate.

Tenant Restrictions

Microsoft created an article titled Use Tenant Restrictions toManage Access to SaaS Cloud Applications. Both the
ProxySG and Advanced Security Gateway (ASG) appliances support this implementation. If you require this configuration,
follow these articles.

n https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-tenant-restrictions

n https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH247092

Use of SAML

If you employ SAML authentication, an challenge exists where anOffice 365 application—for example, Outlook—constantly
displays an authentication challenge dialog. The likely cause is that SSL Interception is enabled, which currently has an
issue with channel binding tokens (CBTs).

Tomitigate this until a resolution is provided, bypass the SAML Identity Provider (IDP) URL.

Protocol Detectionmight also cause this behavior.

Explicit: Outlook-to-Exchange Connection is Slow

Symptom

The ProxySG appliance is deployed in Explicit Proxy mode, whichmeans it receives web requests from PAC instructions
on client systems and uses one or a select few IP addresses to connect to the Internet. Outlook attempts to connect dir-
ectly to the Exchange servers, ignoring the explicit proxy settings. The firewall outbound settings prevent (either drop or
block) Outlook from connecting. As Outlook proceeds through the IP addresses returned by DNS, the user views the beha-
vior as Outlook trying to connect.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/active-directory-tenant-restrictions
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH247092
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Workaround?

None at this time, given that this is caused by native Office 365/Outlook architecture. Presented as a behavior awareness
item.

Unable to Activate Office 2013 or Windows 8

Symptom

Attempts to activateWindows 8 or Office 2013 applications through a ProxySG appliance or Advanced Secure Gateway
appliance fail. This is caused by the involved servers are signed by an untrusted certificate authority.

Workaround?

1. In the VPM, create a new rule in an SSL Access Layer.

2. Set the Destination to a Request URL with a simplematch to activation.sls.microsoft.com.

3. Right-click Action and select New > Set Server Certificate Validation.

4. Select the Disable server certificate validation option.

5. Copy the rule. In the new rule, set the Destination to validation.sls.microsoft.com.

Error When Loading Office Help Files

Symptom

n You have a Notify User coaching page enabled.

n You cannot load the Help pages from within Microsoft Office.

n During loading of the help files, you are prompted to Accept the notify page.

n After accepting the Notify page, you receive the error message:

Request Error (invalid_request) Your request could not be processed. Either 'deny' or
'exception' was matched in policy. This could be caused by a mis-configuration, or
possibly a malformed request.

n After clicking Accept during the notify process, Microsoft Office loads a new web browser window. When this
occurs, the Referer header is lost:

Referer: http://notify.bluecoat.com/notify-
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NotifyUser2?http/office.microsoft.com/aHR0cDovL29m<snip>

This is required for the Notify User process to complete successfully otherwise the coaching page fails.

Workaround?

Bypass the Notify User rules for office.microsoft.com.

1. In the VPM, locate theWeb Access Layer that contains the Notify User object as an Action.

2. Create a rule before this rule.

3.  Set the Destination to a Request URL with a simplematch to office.microsoft.com.

4.  Set the Action to None.

When Help files are requested, the policy evaluationmatches rule 1, so the Notify User action is not triggered.

Microsoft Office 365 URLs and IP Address Ranges

Office 365 URLs and IP Address ranges are published andmaintained by Microsoft Corporation. This reference is useful
should you attempt to bypass or allow Microsoft Office 365 destination URLs or IP addresses through the ProxySG appli-
ance.

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-365-URLs-and-IP-address-ranges-8548a211-3fe7-47cb-abb1-
355ea5aa88a2?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US

Symantec has no control of the URLs and IP Address ranges Microsoft selects to use as part of theMicrosoft
Office 365 Server pool.

Knowledge Base Articles

Symantec Technical Support publishes Knowledge Base (KB) articles as issues are discovered and discussed. The fol-
lowing article contains links to all other articles.

https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH246150

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-365-URLs-and-IP-address-ranges-8548a211-3fe7-47cb-abb1-355ea5aa88a2?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Office-365-URLs-and-IP-address-ranges-8548a211-3fe7-47cb-abb1-355ea5aa88a2?ui=en-US&rs=en-US&ad=US
https://knowledge.broadcom.com/external/article?legacyId=TECH246150
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Avoid Port Exhaustion

Proxy deployments typically involve Network Address Translation (NAT), whichmeans that the proxy device connects to
the servers using its own IP address instead of the client's IP address. By default, the ProxySG appliance uses a single out-
bound IP address.

In this topic, Symantec provides connection guidelines, which are best estimates based on internal testing. Depend-
ing on results in your specific environment, youmight determine that adjustments or different calculations are
required.

About Port Exhaustion

Because of the required number of connections to service Office 365 from its cloud service, the number of client-side applic-
ations opening TCP connections and sending requests to the cloud increase exponentially. For example, Outlook might
open 8 to 10 connections to a cloud server for email processing. In proxy deployments where a single outbound IP address
is used these, client connections are sent to a pool of Office 365 cloud servers using this single IP address and could inad-
vertently cause TCP port exhaustion. This occurs when a large volume of connections must be opened to a single des-
tination through a NATed environment (single-source IP), which in turn results in impacted client application performance.

Additional Information From Microsoft

The following article discusses Office 365 connections used in NATed environments:

Microsoft Support Link

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/NAT-support-with-Office-365-170e96ea-d65d-4e51-acac-1de56abe39b9
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Solution

Perform the following configuration and policy tasks on the ProxySG appliance (or ASG) to allow uninterrupted Office 365
and client performance.

Increase the TCP Source Port Pool

By default, the SGOS TCP source port pool is 16,383 ports. WhenOffice 365 cloud services are requested and a typical
clients open 10 connections each, only 1500 to 2000 clients behind the proxy are supported before TCP port exhaustion
might occur. If more clients are behind the proxy, increase the TCP source port pool.

Config mode command:

tcp-ip inet-lowport value

Where value is between 1024 and 49152.

Example:

SGOS#(config) tcp-ip inet-lowport 16384

This increases the range of available source ports from the default of 16,000 to the difference between 65,535 (maximum
number of ports available) and this lowport specification. Therefore, if you set 16,384 as the lowport value, then there are
48,000 ports in the new range.

Add Virtual IPs and Reflect Client Networks

Even with an increase in the TCP source port pool, youmight need to configure SGOS to usemore than one outbound IP
address.

Add VIPs to the appliance for every 2000-4000 clients and reflect those VIPs based on client IP networks. For example,
divide 4000 by 10.

Step 1—Create VIPs

In theManagement Console:

1. Select Configuration > Network > Advanced > VIPs.

2. Click New. The VPM displays the Add VIP dialog.
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a. Define a new Virtual IP.

b. Click OK.

Step 2—Define Policy to Reflect the VIP(s) For Client Networks

Add policy to reflect these VIPs based-client networks. For example, the following policy example demonstrates the use of
two different proxy VIPs to two separate client networks.

1. Access the Visual Policy Manager (VPM): Configuration > Policy > VPM > Launch.

2. Select Policy > Add Forwarding Layer.

3. Add the first client subnet.
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a. Right-click the Source column and select Set.

b. In the Set Source dialog, click New and select Client IP Address/Subnet.

c. In the Add Client IP/Subnet dialog, enter the client network IP Address.

d. Enter the Subnet Mask.

e. Click Add; click Close.

f. Select the new client object and click OK to close the dialog.

4. Set the reflect action.

a. Right-click the Action column and select Set.

b. Click New and select Reflect IP.

c. Name the object.

d. Select Proxy IP.

e. Enter the Proxy IP, which one of the configured VIPs, used to reflect the client network.

f. Click OK; click OK again to add the object to the rule.

5. Click Install Policy.

Example CPL

<forward>
    client.address=10.1.1.0/24 reflect_ip(2.2.2.1)
    client.address-10.1.2.0/24 reflect_ip(2.2.2.2)
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WebGuide Update Log

This log itemizes the changes in each published version.

Version 09-August 11, 2017

n Clarified required SGOS versions.

n Added references for controlling Office 365 access using tenant restrictions on ProxySG or Advanced Secure
Gateway appliances ("High Level O365 Recommendations" on page 44).

Version 08-June 30, 2017

n Update to SIP/SIPS CPL post-upgrade edit in Skype for Business fix topic ("Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS
Configuration" on page 26).

Version 06-March 27, 2017

n SGOS 6.5.10.x is the new recommended release.

Version 05-March 03, 2017

n Skype for Business fix topic ("Skype for Business/Lync Fix: SGOS Configuration" on page 26) Known and Resolved
Issues revised.

Version 04-February 03, 2017

n Upgrading to SGOS 6.5.9.15 requires additional policy tasks if you previously installed SGOS 6.5.9.14. See the SfB
topic.

n Edits to existing topics, such as the About This Guide, Port Exhaustion, and High-Level topics.

Version 03—December 25, 2016

n Disable SSL Detection Policy error updated with note that SGOS 6.5.9.15 provides a fix.

https://bto.bluecoat.com/webguides/sgos/o365/solution/365highlevel.htm

Version 02—January 23, 2016

n Procedure tomitigate port exhaustion.

Version 01—December 21, 2016

n Initial Version

https://bto.bluecoat.com/webguides/sgos/o365/solution/365highlevel.htm
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